Bull. Soc. math. France, 105, 1977, p. 419-431 . ABSTRACT. -A cochain complex (A, §) is defined, and the 5-Poincare lemma is proved. The work is motivated by applications to the calculus of variations. The operator § is used in the calculus of variations to construct the Euler-Lagrange equations, and the 5-Poincare lemma provides criteria for partial differential equations to be Euler-Lagrange equations.
THE LAGRANGE COMPLEX
The present paper generalizes results contained in earlier publications ([6] , [8] ) which were applicable to ordinary differential equations of the Euler-Poisson type.
Jets and tangent vectors
Let M be a C°°-manifold. We denote by T (k) M the manifold J^ (W, M) of jets of order k from W to M with source 0 called by EHRESMANN [1] of orders n^ ..., rip with respect to the arguments ^, ..., tp respectively at (^, ..., tp) = (0, ..., 0). We denote byy^ (y) the jet of the mapping y. For each k e N, there is the projection T(,): T^M-^M: ^(7)^7(0) 420 W. M. TULCZYJEW and, if k' ^ k, then there is the projection
The manifold T (o) Mis identified with M, and T^ Mis the tangent bundle TM of M. For each n e W such that | n \ ^ ^ and each C°°-function / on M there is a C°°-function/, defined on T^ Mby/ (j^ (y)) = ^" (/°y) (0).
For each k e N, we introduce an equivalence relation in the set of smooth mappings of R p+l into M. Two mappings % and ^' will be considered equivalent if D^^ (fo ^) (0) = D^^ (/o ^) (0) for each C°°-function / on M, each 72 e W such that [ n \ ^ A: and r = 0,1. The symbol D^ '^ g (0) denotes the partial derivative of a function g : R^-^R: (5,^, ...,^g(,,^, ...,^) of orders r, ^i, ..., rip with respect to the arguments s, t^ ..., ^ respectively at (s, t^ ..., tp) = (0, 0, ... 0). We denote the equivalence class of the mapping % by/0 1 '^ Qc). The set of equivalence classes can be canonically identified with the tangent bundle TT^ M in such a way that
for each function/on M and each n e W such that | n | ^ k and alsô^W
where T^(^^ : TT^ M -> T^ M is the tangent bundle projection, and /o is the mapping Xo: R^M: Oi, ...,^)^x(0,^, ...,^) [7] .
The tangent mapping T p^ ^ : TT^ M-^ TT^^ M is given bŷ
For each k e N and each m e W there is the mapping
where ^^ is the mapping 
For each a = 1, ..., p and each k e N, there is the mapping
where y" is the mapping y": R^^M: (s,(i, ...,(p)^y ((i, ...,(,+s, ...,t,) 
.
Forms and derivations
Let Qj^ denote the R-linear space of q-forms on T^ M, and let Q(^ be the nonnegative graded linear space { Q.^ }. The exterior differential dis a collection { </ q } of linear mappings /ye. o^ -». o^4'
and the exterior product A is a collection { A^'^ } of operations A^'^ :Q^xQ^->f2^< For each k' ^ k and each ^, there is the cotangent mapping p*^ ^ : n^/) -> Q^) corresponding to the mapping Hence (%, p*^ ^) is a directed system. Let W denote the direct limit of this system, and let Q be the graded linear space { ^ }. The underlying set ofO^ is the quotient set of [j,, ^) by the equivalence relation according to which two forms 1. 1 e Q?^ and v e Q^) are equivalent if k' ^ k and = P*fe' ) (fc) v ? or kt ^ ^ and v = P*fc) (fc') U-The exterior differential d and the exterior product A extend in a natural way to the direct limits giving the graded linear space D the structure of both a cochain complex and a commutative graded algebra. We write n e f2^ for an element a of W if jj, has a representative in Q^. This notation could be justified by identifying Q^) with the image of the canonical injection Q^. 
the mappings ^ extend to a derivation z' p, of Q of type ^ and degree 0. If 
and T" : T^^ M-. TT^ M is the mapping defined in Section 1. Due to commutativity of diagrams
the mappings i^ extend to a derivation ^a of n of type ^ and degree -1. A derivation d^ of Q of type ^ and degree 0 is defined by d^ = [^a, <]. If ^1 e Q^ S then i^ [i e ^ ^ and d^ n e D^\). ithout explicitely restricting the summation range which is understood to be wide enough to include in the sum all nonzero terms when T^ is applied to an element of W. 2 ) For definitions of algebraic topology terms used in this and the following sections, see reference [5] .
Proof :^^T^^Z
It follows from proposition 3.1, that TT = T and T JT = T d. Proof. -id^d=^dd=0 and degree (r d) = degree T + degree d = 1. We introduce the graded linear space A = { A^ }, where A^ = im T^. The differential T ^ can be restricted to A due to T dx = T ^.
The restriction of T J to A is a differential of degree 1 denoted by 5. 
is a resolution of G.
We give proofs of the two theorems in the following section after having constructed a resolution of the graded linear space A' = { A 9 }q>o-
A resolution of A'
Let K be the simplicial complex with vertices 1, ..., p, and let A^ (K) denote the free abelian group generated by the ordered r-simplexes of K [5] . .
Proof. -The mapping T^ : 0^ -> A^ is an epimorphism, and ^ ()\ =0 follows from Proposition 3.1. Further T^+^ Z>^ = 1, where Z)g is the mapping defined in the proof of Proposition 4.1. Hence T^ a = 0 implies H = ^ Z)^ for each | e Q^. It follows that ker ^ = im Q\.
Proof of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2.-We define a nonnegative graded linear space C = { C, } by Co = R and C, = A,_i (7s:) ® R for r > 0, and a collection n = { n, : C, -^ 0,° } by n, = 1 ® r(o» where r|o : R -^ 0° is the canonical injection of the space R c Q° of equivalence classes of constant functions identified with the field R of constants. If the manifold M is contractible, then all rows except the bottom row of the commutative diagram where y^'^ t ) (x) ls a jet-like object similar toj^'^ (7) defined in terms of partial derivatives at (0, t^ ..., tp) instead of (0, Proof. -Let a be an element ofQ 1 
